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and NHL. I have some concerns about the methods used to identify the relevant measure of

association. These are described in more detail below. While the search strategy was well defined, and

formally presented in the supplementary materials for the paper, the authors did not give sufficient

details about how the review of the papers was carried out by the team. Generally speaking, multiple

reviewers carry out the review of abstracts for relevance, and processes are put in place to deal with

inconsistencies between reviewers but these methods are not described in the paper. The authors did

search multiple databases (Pubmed and Web of Science) for relevant papers which is important to do

in a systematic review. It is unclear whether they searched the grey literature for possible theses and

governmental reports to inform the analyses. However, the fact that subsequent meta-analyses did

not yield publications in this area provides some re-assurance, and it is my view that the appropriate

papers to conduct the meta-analyses were identified. As with other meta-analyses of this research

question, meta-analytic methods are severely limited due to the small number of studies. To their

credit, the authors acknowledge this. Standard meta-analysis procedures, such as assessing

heterogeneity and publication bias cannot be carried out due to the small numbers of studies. Not

only are there relatively few studies that were identified to be included in the meta-analyses, but the

precision of the measures of association (odds ratios) in these individual studies are poor as they are

based on small numbers of cases (and controls). This is particularly problematic for assessing causality

for subtypes of leukemia. To illustrate, the odds ratio for B cell lymphoma from the Coco study is based

on 4 cases, and the odds for those exposed relative to those not exposed is 3.1 (0.6-17.1) lacks

precision. Similarly, the odds ratio and 95% confidence interval for lymphocytic leukemia was 0.9 and

0.6 to 5.8. The summary meta-analysis risk estimate for glyphosate (exposed compared to non-

exposed was 1.5 (95% CI: 1.1-2.0). This is similar to the summary estimate from the Chang and Delzell

paper (1.3, 95% CI=1.0-1.6). On closer inspection these two results differed due to the decision of

Shinasi and Leon to use the higher odds ratio presented in the Hardell study (OR=3.0, 95% CI=1.1-8.5)

rather than the adjusted OR=1.85 (95% CI=0.55-6.20) – these two risk estimates are presented in

Table VII of the Hardell et al case-control study. While I can appreciate the choice to use the higher

risk estimate (OR=3.0) the other estimate may be preferred because it is an adjusted risk estimate,

and the authors themselves indicated an intent to use adjusted measures of associations in their

methodology. Sinasi and Leon chose to use other adjusted risk estimates for the other studies to it is

not clear why they opted not to for the Hardell study. In addition, they also selected the higher risk

estimate from the De Roos et al 2003 study (logistic OR=2.1, 95% CI=1.1-4.0) rather than the

estimate from hierarchical regression (OR=1.6, 95% CI=0.9-2.8) which was substantially lower and

not statistically significant. Finally, they selected the higher summary risk estimate from the Eriksson

et al paper (OR=2.0, 95% CI=1.1-3.7 – Table 4, page 4505) whereas Eriksson also published an

adjusted risk estimate of 1.51 (95% CI=0.77 to 2.94 in their paper – Table VII, page 1661). The

preferred approach would have been to conducted separate meta-analyses to estimate the summary

overall measures of association using these two different measures from De Roos as was done by

Chang and Delzell. In my view, the Chang and Delzell is a superior paper. In addition, I sometimes have

concerns with the measures of association reported by Hardell and colleagues in his publications that

span across several topics. His measures of associations tend to be outliers, and usually substantially

higher than estimates from other studies. This is shown with his work on cell phones and glioma

(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25466607/), as well as pentachlorophenol (see slide 12 of this

presentation: http://www.occupationalcancer.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Demers_PCP-

Users_NTP_May2013.pdf). My comment is not intended to criticisz this research group, but I am just

making a general observation that publications by Hardell et al tend to be much higher than other
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research papers across many exposures. A minor comment, in the Shnasi and Leon paper (2014) the

forest plot figure S1 (D) seemingly includes an incorrect confidence interval for the Hardell study. On

the figure, the 95% CI goes from 1.08 to 8.54 while the 95% confidence interval as presented in

Hardell’s paper is 1.08 to 8.52. This is a very minor error, and unlikely to substantially change

summary risk estimate presented in the Shinasi and Leon paper. Shinasi and Leon's discussion section

paper appropriately acknowledged limited ability to assess exposure response relationships between

exposure and outcome and evaluate the relevance of exposure lags, and duration of exposure. That

said, I take the view that the validity of the risk estimates for each individual study needs to be

assessed when evaluating the validity of the summary risk estimate derived from a meta-analysis.

Shinasi and Leon's paper would be be better had it discussed some of these limitations. The summary

risk estimate (OR=2.0, 95% CI=1.1-3.6) for B cell lymphoma (page 4513) is based on only 2 studies,

and one of these may be influenced by substantial bias (Coco et al, see below). As a result, the validity

of this summary measure is questionable. The validity of a meta-analysis is dependent on the quality

of the individual studies, and therefore authors should strive to identify important sources of bias in

the individual studies. In my view, the relevance of participation bias was not given sufficient

description. For example, one of the studies looked at (Coco et al) was only able to achieve a response

rate of 52% in the control series. This could introduce an important source of bias if agricultural

workers were underrepresented in the control series. The impact of this bias would be an upward bias

in risk due to underrepresentation of agricultural workers in the control series. With respect to the

criteria of consistency, there was substantial variability in the odds ratios with 3 of the 6 studies (Table

4 p page 4505) essentially null findings. Nonetheless, if one were to use the adjusted risk estimate

from the Hardell study (OR=1.85) you would have three studies showing essentially a double in risk of

NHL among those exposed, with the remaining studies null. Altogether I would conclude that the

evidence in terms of consistency was ‘weak’, and there is the potential for bias. Similarly, there is

potential for bias in almost any control series and the paper does not explore this source of bias. The

paper was published in the journal International J Environmental Research in Public Health. I have

also published there, but do recognize that some MDPI journals have been considered as predatory

having made Jeffrey Beall’s list. Moreover, the MDPI journal, Entropy, published a review paper by

Samsel et al claiming glyphosate may be the most important factor in the development of a number of

health outcomes The paper itself does not contain any primary research results and was subsequently

criticized (Kloor, Keith. "When Media Uncritically Cover Pseudoscience". Discover Magazine. 2014.)

For me, there are no apparent conflicts of interest by the authors, and the work was funded through

government funding in the EU. Overall, the study provides very weak evidence to support a causal

association between glyphosate and NHL. This is due primarily to limited number of studies, crude

characterization of exposure (ever vs never). The summary risk estimates are more elevated that what

I should be due to decisions of the authors to consistently incorporate the higher risk estimates that

were presented in the individual level studies into their meta-analyses. This may well be traced back

to their stated decision to include results from the ‘most complete and updated analyses with the

greatest number of participants’. As a result they have opted at the onset to place more validity on

measures of association derived with a greater number of participants, than to account for the

potential confounding influence of other relevant exposures. However, there criteria (3) stated in

Section 2.5 indicates that ‘in an effort to use the most unbiased estimate, they extracted the most

adjusted risk estimate’. From my perspective, they did not follow their stated methods given they

frequently selected the stronger unadjusted risk estimate in at least 3 studies.
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Science, Google Scholar). Importantly, they assessed the methodological qualities of each study, in

particular, they considered potential for selection bias, information bias, exposure misclassification,

confounding reporting bias, as well as other issues that could impact the validity of the study. The

meta-analyses used the same 6 studies used by Shinasi and Leon, however the specific risk estimates

differed somewhat as Chang and Delzell chose the most fully adjusted risk estimates. In my view, they

selected the more pertinent measures of association. They acknowledged they could not combine

multiple studies using 3 or more exposure categories as these differed across studies. Therefore,

these analyses had limited ability to look at exposure response relationships. The authors assessed

publication bias using the Egger test, however, the small number of studies severely limit ability to

assess this form of bias. They assessed heterogeneity of risk estimates across studies and fit both fixed

and random effects models in the meta-analysis. As outlined in the commonly used text (Borenstein et

al, Introduction to Meta-Analyses) random effects modelling is almost always applied as it can account

for differences in strength of associations that come from having slightly different study populations,

designs or approaches to exposure characterization. The random effects model does not assume that

the measure of association is fixed, but can vary across a distribution of values. In my view, the

summary measure derived from a random effects model is preferred, and the small numbers of studies

(n=6) seriously impair any ability to look at heterogeneity. So, while I think the authors followed the

most appropriate meta-analytic methodology, these methods really don’t perform well for such a

small number of studies. In my view, the authors were thorough by conducting multiple meta-analyses

of NHL and glyphosate that accounted (or assessed) the impact of using different measures of

association from a particular study with respect to deriving the overall summary measure of

association. For example, they modelled separately the risk estimates from De Roos (logististic

regression and hierarchical regression). The summary risk estimates were very consistent (RR=1.3-1.4

across 4 different models). Their summary risk estimate for the B cell lymphoma (RR=2.0) was the

same as that derived by Shinasi and Leon – however, as mentioned earlier this is only based on two

studies, and I have concerns about possible participation bias in the Cocco study. In my view there is

too much uncertainty with this estimate, and it is impossible to validly contrast risk estimates

between glyphosate and subtype of NHL given such a small number of studies, small sample sizes, and

even more so the case when there is heterogeneity in effect sizes for all NHL (combined). Two studies

provided some support for an exposure response relationship (Eriksson, 2008 and McDuffie),

however these findings could not be combined as it was not possible to standardize the two measures

(>10 vs ≤10 days of lifetime glyphosate exposure; and >2 days of glyphosate exposure per year versus

≤2 days of exposure per year). Findings by De Roos et al found no exposure-response relationship in

the cohort analyses of the Agricultural Health Study. The authors provided a nice discussion about the

limitations of the studies, including participation biases, and missing data in the AHS. As such, they

acknowledge many of the uncertainties, and appropriately drew attention to limitations of their

analyses. I generally agree with their conclusions that there is uncertainty in the validity of the risk

estimates due to possible biases, and confounding. I disagree with their characterize of the strength of

the association ("marginally significant") - to me, an RR of 1.3 or 1.4 represents a >30% increase in risk

for NHL, and given the number of workers exposed, if these risks were accurately, this could account

large number of NHL cases. They also drew attention to important limitations of timing of exposures,

and limitations particularly for case-control studies to accurately obtain information about the timing

of the exposure relative to onset of disease. Finally, they acknowledged the stronger associations in

the Swedish case control studies, and suggested this could be due to the decision to construct a

reference group that did not use any pesticides at all (whereas others studies defined exposure group
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lymphoma and hairy cell leukaemia (two studies each). The various models yielded NHL

risks ranging 1.3 – 1.4 and MM risks ranging 1.4 – 1.5. Another merit of Chang & Delzell

study is related to the discussion of dose-response trends and their note about the fact

that “…All [the studies that evaluated dose-response trends] … relied wholly or in part …

days of glyphosate use …; however, this metric has been shown to be a poor indicator of

actual glyphosate received dose” [Chang & Delzell page 418, left column, subheading

Exposure-response trends, NHL subtypes). The authors also give details about the

exposure assessment conducted by De Roos et al 2005 in the AHS cohort: cumulative

exposure was based solely on days of use, and intensity weighted cumulative days of use

was what is generally defined as cumulative exposure (years*days/year*intensity).

Numbers were small, but, apart from the negative finding on NHL, there was a

suggestive upward trend in MM risk (which, by the way, disappeared in the Andreotti

2018 analysis of the AHS data, with an extended the period of follow-up and a follow-up

interview 5 years after enrolment). I expressed concern about combining in meta-

estimates results from case-control and cohort studies. expert 2 does no see any

problem with that, but in my view the estimates of association in these two study

designs differ, in the sense that case-control studies collect lifetime occupational

histories and exposure information, while cohort studies usually rely on exposure at one

point in time. I see it basically as combining results from different exposure estimates. It

is true, however, that the AHS study did collect detailed information on the exposures

prior to interview; in that sense, the occupational information is equivalent to that

collected in the best quality case-control studies. Interestingly, Chang & Delzell discard

the positive results raising methodological issues, such as study design, selection bias

and exposure misclassification. As noted by expert 2, this study was funded by

Monsanto, therefore some kind of conflict of interest in interpreting the results might

have shifted the balance in interpreting uncertainty, by stressing weaknesses in positive

studies and overlooking those of negative findings. Concerns for participation bias are

also raised by expert 2 for the Cocco et al. study. This was part of a multicentre case-

control study, conducted in six European countries: controls in Germany and Italy were a

random sample of the respective study areas, while they were hospital controls in the

remaining countries. Unless one raises such concern for case-control studies in general,

it is difficult to believe that participation rate affected specifically glyphosate users in all

participating countries. The main weakness of the reported finding is the small number

of exposed, and the most likely explanation would be chance. This would be exactly the

reason why meta-analyses are needed. Timing of exposure is an important issue. Chang

& Delzell discuss it in relation to the De Roos 2003 (including the Brown study) results

referred to cases diagnosed between 1979 and 1984, perhaps too close to the year

glyphosate was first marketed. It is true that not many case-control studies considered
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authors argue that measures that incorporate these aspects are better able to identify those with very

high exposures, to those of lower exposure. There is some merit to this thinking as the findings of past

studies have been inconclusive, so there controversy whether glyphosate increases the risk of NHL in

any capacity. Nonetheless, what this also means is that one is summarizing risk estimates from vastly

different exposures measures into one summary, and I would argue, uninterpretable, risk estimate.

Specifically, it becomes impossible to clearly articulate what change in exposure occurs to produce the

summary risk measure of 1.41 (other than it is some mixtures of exposure metrics that incorporate

latency, duration, and cumulative measures). So, these values have no real meaning, whereas, the

meaning of past relative risk measures (based ever vs never exposures) were more readily

interpreted. The studies included in the meta-analysis were De Roose (2003), Orsi (2009), Eriksson

(2008), Andreottie (2018), Hardell (2002), and McDuffie. The authors reviewed the quality of the

studies using accepted ratings scale (Newcastle) and concluded the AHS was the highest quality study.

Now what is interesting about this is that the AHS provides no evidence of an association between

glyphosate and NHL – yet still, the authors repeatedly indicate that their meta-analyses provides

compelling support for an association between GBL and NHL The authors indicate the process they

used to select risk estimate from the study and prioritize using: 1) highest cumulative exposure and

longest lags; 2) highest cumulative exposure 3) longest exposure duration and longest lag; 4) longest

exposure duration; 5) longest lag or latency, and then 6) ever exposure. While the authors do discuss

the issue of exposure measurement error, I am surprised they do not discuss the issues that more

distal exposures (historical measures) for several reasons tend to be measured with greater error.

Participants may not be able to as accurately recall exposures 20 years ago; data documentation for

more distant exposures may not be as complete. So while from an etiological perspective there may be

relevance to studying more historical exposures (often because they are higher), the authors are on

one hand are critical of exposure characterization used by others, but not taking the same critical view

of their own approach. The authors do mention trying to assess publication bias, but as mentioned

earlier, this is not possible due to the small numbers of studies – the authors recognize this limitation.

The measures of association that the authors drew upon (Table 4) warrant some comment. For the

AHS, they used a risk estimate of 1.12 drawn from a 20 year latency in the upper quartile of intensity.

It is worth noting that there is no evidence of a dose response pattern across these quartiles (20y

latency): specifically the RR’s across quartiles are: 1.0, 1.22, 1.15, 0.98 , and 1.12. Perplexingly, given

that the meta-analyses weighted this one study very heavily (54%) and this dose not provide support

to an exposure-response relationship (as per Bradford Hill criteria) the authors did not draw attention

to this. In addition, the AHS study was by and large a null findings. The relative risks across quartiles (0

lagged exposure) for an intensity weighted lifetime analyses were 1.0, 0.83, 0.83, 0.88, 0.87 (Table 2 of

Andreotti paper), and for a 5 year lagged exposure the relative risk estimates were 1.0, 0.92, 0.79,

1.03, and 0.87 (Table 3). For the meta-analysis that included the earlier AHS study the authors used

the time intensity risk estimate 0.8 (based on a 0 lag). The summary weight for the study (with respect

to deriving the summary measure of risk) was reduced from 54% (for the risk estimate of 1.12) down

to 28% for the risk estimate of 0.8. The risk estimates provided in Table 4 are vastly different from

each other. The exposures include: upper quartile of intensity (relative to lowest) for an intensity

weighted lifetime measure, ever vs never exposure, 2 days per year of exposure relative to none, >10

days of lifetime exposure relative to none. I fundamentally disagree to combine these vastly different

exposure metrics into a single summary measure, and a student who were to take this approach in my

class in meta-analysis would receive a poor grade. The summary measure is uninterpretable in my

view – for example, what is the change of exposure that increases risk by 41% - it is some mixture of
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likely to be similar in groups that do not have extreme differences in exposure (by definition of

confounding and selection bias) and (b) differential-misclassification-due-to-dichotomization of

exposure (an established phenomena in statistics but little understood by epidemiologists) can be

worse when exposure groups are far apart. Using the updated findings from AHS is a major strength of

this work compared to other two papers that analyzed essentially the same material. The application

of the Newcastle Ottawa Scale is helpful but is not inherently superior to any other analysis of quality

of observational studies; the authors do not formally examine the impact of the scale score on meta-

RR (by sequential exclusion of studies with lower NOS score). Focus on fixed-effects meta-analysis

seems dubious given suspected heterogeneity but then again, such decisions have made no difference

to pervious analyses of the same six studies. It is regrettable that I2 is not reported but it is laudable

that extensive analysis of publication bias was undertaken. The authors are wrong to conclude that

meta-RR of 1.41 (95%CI 1.13-1.75) indicates significant increase in risk where other meta-analyses of

the same studies did not (they overly focus on point estimate and ignore total uncertainty, point

estimate that is likewise the same as reported by others: 1.3 to 1.5) . The second decimal place in these

meta-RR carries no information -- it is statistical noise as is shown by the fact that random choices in

meta-analysis on affect the second decimal place in estimated meta-RR's. It is noteworthy that they

overall risk that is estimated is the same as in two other studies that examined the same material,

despite inclusion of updated AHS data and focus on extreme exposures (extreme effect estimates):

the 95%CI of RR is still somewhere between 1 and 2, and the true uncertainty of the analysis (due to

systematic bias) is would certainly produce a wider "uncertainty interval". These authors found no

evidence of publication bias but this seems to be sensitive to both the choice of summary effect

estimates and analytical procedures (as well as subjective judgement), because Donato et al. (2020)

reached the opposite conclusion, while Chang & Delzell (2016) and Shinasi & Leon (2014) likewise did

not report noticing evidence of publication bias. It is rather hard to make strong conclusions on this

matter with only six studies. Sensitivity analyses were extensive and well-motivated, showing that

meta-RR was inflated by some factors related to case-control studies; authors argue that Orsi et al.

was the main/sole culprit, a useful observation that was not present in other reports. AHS seems to

continue to shows results consistent with not effect or effect too weak to measure (and this evidence

grows with every update of the AHS cohort and its pooling with other cohorts, in Leon et al (2019)),

but case-control analyses pull the meta-estimated away from the null. Tables 5 and 6 implies that

there is heterogeneity, as can be suspected when pooling incompatible exposure groups, making it

difficult to put much faith into meta-RR given by the authors being appropriate summary of the

magnitude of effect estimates (and yet, the effect estimates are the same as from all meta-analyses on

these studies: 95% CI between 1 and 2, with true uncertainty certainly greater. The authors provide

typical (if superficial) description of threats to validity epidemiological inference, but do not undertake

any calculations to account for these, e.g., through probabilistic bias analysis, which is rather trivial to

undertake thanks to work of Lash et al., and would certainly we well motivated by the policy

implications and large studies with weak associations being pooled (where systematic errors may

dominate to manufacture apparent associations where none exist in nature). Overall, it is hard to

understand why the authors draw different conclusions in support of causal association when their

estimates are essentially the same as that of other reviews of the same materials and their methods

far more dubious. The authors over-interpret evidence they analyzed and presented in their final

concluding statements: they did not conduct critical analysis of all evidence relevant to classification

of glyphosate's role in NHL. The paper does not advance risk analysis and decision making because its

is inferior methodologically to what was published before by Schinasi & Leon and Chang & Delzell.
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completely its results, I would not simply dismiss the Zhang et al study. They might have

overstated their findings (there is nothing compelling out there); still, they called for

attention towards the problems in the ever/never categorization of exposure. Their

statement that higher intensity of exposure, long duration, and latency are better able to

detect effects associated with high exposures, appears something to agree with.

Statisticians need well definite variables to rely on: race, education, occupational title,

ever exposure, and many other of sociological relevance. Biology does not work this way.

What is relevant is the concentration of the xenobiotic at the target organ, following

intake and phase I metabolism. Two are the differences between the Zhang et al MA vs

the Chang & Delzell meta-analyses: the choice of the measures of association to be used,

and the replacing of De Roos et al 2005 analysis of AHS data with the Andreotti et al.

analysis. Expert 2 prefers ever/never exposures and is critical against the ther exposure

metrics, as they are originated by collection of historical data in case control studies:

“Participants may not be able to as accurately recall exposures 20 years ago”. But 1) the

point is whether there is any differential recall between cases and controls. This might

be true for studies on electromagnetic fields, but it does not seem plausible to have

occurred in relation to a specific herbicide when data were collected, in times when

there was not public concern about its health effects. 2) exposure assessment by experts

(industrial hygienists or - in this case – agronomists) prevents recall bias. The Epilymph

study (Cocco et al.) relied on local agronomists for identifying the specific chemical agent

used in the area, for that crop, that specific phytopathology, at that time (which also

explains why the exposed were so few). 3) crop exposure matrices, as job exposure

matrices, are useful as a screening tool replacing self-reported exposures. CEMs (and

JEMs) have high sensitivity and low specificity, and therefore convey a great deal of

exposure misclassification. However, they might allow using different exposure metrics

(probability, intensity and frequency of exposure, for instance) which might allow

grading misclassification and observing trends. Reliance on the glyphosate results from

the AHS study is also questionable. Despite the quality in the planning and collecting

data, I do have concerns about how AHS data were assembled in the weighted

cumulative lifetime days of exposure, which by the ways I would have simply defined as

cumulative exposure. Also, the way of calculating it cumulative exposure in the AHS

study considers short time peak exposure levels as similar to long-lasting low-level

exposures. As Mitridates was very well aware of, low doses would induce the metabolic

enzymes, and reduce or nullify the toxicological properties of poisons. We don’t know

what exactly Mitridates poisons were, and perhaps pathways to chronic effects, such as

cancer, might differ from those leading to acute effects, but we can’t forget about

toxicological and metabolic implications. Besides, Andreotti et al., excluded commercial

applicators. These are those who professionally apply agrochemicals. They might be very
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Yes, a different analysis may be considered definitive (please explain below) Expert 4

Some hybrid of approach of [Chang and Delzell (2015) or Donato et al. (2020)] and Leon et al. (2019) is

warranted, because none of the meta-analyses use all available evidence. Such work would have to

include, at the very least, multi-dimensional probabilistic bias analysis following work of Lash et al. In

fact, Lash published just such analyses for AHS (https://occup-

med.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1745-6673-2-15), showing that conventional (published)

analyses overestimate associations and under-value uncertainty. This approach must be extended to

all pertinent studies and their quantitative synthesis. Without conducting calculations that consider

total uncertainty, methods used in published meta-analyses, even if applied to all available data are

very unlikely lead to a conclusion that perhaps the effect of ever use of glyphosate in agriculture on

NHL is as large as RR=2 (97.5 percentile), but is likely barely detectable above 1.0. It seems that such

conclusions are not definitive enough to resolve controversy about cancer risk of glyphosate; and

perhaps no calculation will resolve this. However, if there is to be any hope to produce a calculation

that dramatically alters the debate, it would be the one that adjusts for systematic errors using

modern statistical methods, among which probabilistic bias analysis is the most accessible and easily

understood. The only other analysis would involve estimation of validity of confounder and exposure

assessment to glyphosate and design of prospective cohort studies to evaluate risks, in which there is

a plan to adjust results for imperfection of confounder and exposure assessment, ideally via Bayesian

approach that integrates all a priori knowledge of the subject matter. Such study would focus on

absolute risks and be designed to provide risk estimates for strata of the population most relevant for

risk assessment and policy. This is a pie in the sky solution and it is no reason to wait to make policy

decisions on glyphosate and NHL: there is plenty of evidence for a decision now.

No, more work is needed (please explain below) Expert 1

The meta-analyses conducted to-date consist of three different types of studies. Firstly, there are the

true systematic reviews and meta-analysis of published data. Secondly, there are pooled analysis of

combined cohort studies and finally, there are re-analysis (sensitivity/sub-group) analysis of already

published systematic reviews and meta-analysis. Some of the studies published so far are

heterogeneous and are methodologically flawed, for example, some analyses pool or combine odds

ratios and relative risks as if they are the same effect estimate. They are not the same and should not

be mixed together. Some of these studies have used or mixed different point estimates from original

research studies, for example, some meta-analyses will use overall exposure from some original

research studies and combine these with estimates for the high exposure group. This is not

methodologically sound and should be avoided. There is missing data! There are original research

studies that exist in the literature but have not been included in these systematic reviews and meta-

analyses. They should have been identified if the literature search strategy was comprehensive and

used multiple databases. These have either been missed during literature searching or if identified the

reason for leaving them out has not been justified. In addition, there are other systematic reviews and

meta-analyses that have not been included in this review, they should be assessed to determine if they

provide superior evidence than those currently available for this review.

No, more work is needed (please explain below) Expert 6

Before conducting new metanalyses, good quality and more powerful original studies are needed. Two

aspects need improvement: definition of the disease entity and retrospective exposure assessment.

The use of the old NHL definition might continue to result in contradictory findings, and it is confusing
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Result 2.3 (ID: 5180)
Question 2.3 (ID: 4186)

Answer Explanations

3 Expert 2

Much of my reasoning has already been explained above. To summarize, I have concerns about

potential sources of bias (particularly participation and recall bias from the case control studies) in the

individual level studies. Moreover, the strongest design (AHS - cohort study) does not provide

compelling evidence of an association. There is little support for exposure-response relationships

because there are few studies, many did not demonstrate an association to begin with, and given the

different exposure measures, it is impossible to harmonize risks across studies. Finally, reviews of the

experimental evidence by a number of regulatory agencies in Europe and the US concluded that

mechanistically glyphosate is not a carcinogen in humans. There is a possibility of some plausible

mechanism where it could cancer (but the same can be said for almost any exposure), but this has not

been identified as yet, and any positive summary meta-analysis risk could well be explained by bias.

More individual level studies are need to better assess the relevance of glyphosate as a human

carcinogen. The existing numbers of studies are simply too small, and many are underpowered

(statistically)

5 Expert 1

Based on your review of the meta-analyses for glyphosate,
on a scale of 1-10 what is your overall opinion on a causal
relationship between glyphosate exposure and non-
Hodgkin's lymphoma (1=no relationship, 10=clear, conclusive
relationship; please explain your answer below)?

Legend

 answers: 6
 skips: 0
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1

CLL/SLL mRR = 1.3 (0.2-10), 1.9 (0.9-4.0) (Change and Delzell, 2015)

1
16.67%

1
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33.33%
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1
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6

CLL/SLL HR = 0.92 (0.69-1.24) (Leon et al. 2019)
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Follicular lymphoma mRR = 1.7 (0.7-3.9) (Change and Delzell, 2015)
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Follicular lymphoma HR = 0.79 (0.52-1.21) (Leon et al. 2019) 16.67%
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Hairy cell leukemia mRR = 2.5 (0.9-7.3) (Change and Delzell, 2015)
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Hodgkin lymphoma = 1.1 (0.7-1.6) (Change and Delzell, 2015)
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Multiple myeloma mRR = 1.4-1.5 (0.9-2.1) (Change and Delzell, 2015)
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Answer Explanations

Multiple myeloma HR = 0.87 (0.66-1.15) (Leon et al. 2019)
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Multiple myeloma RR = 1.04 (0.67-1.41) (Donato et al. 2020)
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Leukemia mRR = 1.0 (0.6-1.5) (Change and Delzell, 2015)
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Result 2.5 (ID: 5182)
Question 2.5 (ID: 4190)

What is your opinion on the primary reason(s) for the di!ering
results between the 6 meta-analyses for glyphosate and
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma?

Expert 1

The meta-analyses conducted to-date consist of three different types of studies. Firstly,
there are the true systematic reviews and meta-analysis of published data. Secondly, there
are pooled analysis of combined cohort studies and finally, there are re-analysis
(sensitivity/sub-group) analysis of already published systematic reviews and meta-analysis.
Some of the studies published so far are heterogeneous and are methodologically flawed,
for example, some analyses pool or combine odds ratios and relative risks as if they are the
same effect estimate. They are not the same and should not be mixed together. Some of
these studies have used or mixed different point estimates from original research studies,
for example, some meta-analyses will use overall exposure from some original research
studies and combine these with estimates for the high exposure group. This is not
methodologically sound and should be avoided. There is missing data! There are original
research studies that exist in the literature but have not been included in these systematic
reviews and meta-analyses. They should have been identified if the literature search
strategy was comprehensive and used multiple databases. These have either been missed
during literature searching or if identified the reason for leaving them out has not been
justified. In addition, there are other systematic reviews and meta-analyses that have not
been included in this review, they should be assessed to determine if they provide superior
evidence than those currently available for this review.

Expert 6

1. generic definition of the disease entity, assembling different nosological entities; 2.
dilution of the risk estimate in the ever exposure definition; lack of consideration of
important criteria in establishing a causal relationship, such as dose-response analyses. 3.
incomplete use of the available exposure information in some studies. 4. under evaluation
of well designed crop-exposure matrices. 5. mixing case-control and cohort studies. 6.
uncertain consideration of the time frame to define exposure (glyphosate was marketed in
1974 and started being widely used from 1975 first in the US and subsequently in Europe.
The suggested overlapping between use of DDT and glyphosate suggested in the CNAP
study and reported by Leon et al. 2019, is particularly worrisome, as DDT use for
agricultural purposes was ruled out in 1972 and glyphosate came in use not earlier than 3
years later.

Expert 2

First, I think worth noting that there is some concordance in the summary estimates with 3
of the studies yielding mRR estimates between 1.3 and 1.5, while the other series of
estimates were around 0.95 to 1.05. These risk estimates differed for many reasons. First,
many of the more recent analyses made use of data from extended AHS follow-up (which as
discussed above was largely null). In addition, the authors in some cases chose different risk
estimates from the same study. In some cases, the authors did not follow their own
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MISCELLANEOUS

Result 3.1 (ID: 5183)
Question 3.1 (ID: 4185)

Please provide one question that you would like your fellow
panel members to consider (please be sure to phrase in the
form of a question)

Expert 1

Is the pooled analysis of Leon et al. (2019) superior to all the other systematic review and
meta-analyses conducted as part of this assessment?

Expert 6

Previous work from the InterLymph Consortium has provided evidence of the substantial
heterogeneity between lymphoma subtypes (Morton L. J Natl Cancer Inst Monogr.
2014;48:130-44). Still, most epidemiologists keep referring to the non-Hodgkin lymphoma
disease entity, restricting or extending the list of subtypes included in it, which makes
comparisons especially difficult. The same happens with leukemia studies, which most
frequently include chronic lymphocytic leukemia, classified as a mature B-cell lymphoma by
the REAL classification in 1994. In evaluating etiological factors, would you suggest keeping
using the NHL denomination for consistency with the existing literature, or would you
rather call for more studies focussing on specific B-cell and T-cell subtypes ?

Expert 2

To what extent do you think the use of biomonitoring data can be used to support exposure
characterization in epidemiological studies in an effort to advance our understanding of
whether glyphosate increases the risk of NHL?

Expert 3

What design of epidemiology or laboratory study would contribute to the question about
glyphosate exposure and NHL?

Expert 4

Do you really think that there is any material difference in summary RR of the five papers
that report on case-control studies? Do you think that there is enough evidence to discard
case-control studies from consideration until the reason why they systematically differ
from cohorts can be explained? Pooled cohort analysis can be improved upon but it seems
that it will always dominate epidemiologic evidence. New huge case-control studies are out
of the question (in our lifetime). Consequently, is there any value in considering case-
control studies at all when their contribution to quantitative synthesis of evidence is
dwarfed by a well-conducted pooled cohort analysis?
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Result 3.2 (ID: 5184)
Question 3.2 (ID: 4155)

Do you have any potential conflicts of interest (COI) you
would like to declare? If yes, please describe the potential
COI and indicate if you believes it impacts your ability to
provide your unbiased, scientific opinions.

Expert 1

No conflicts of interest.

Expert 6

I have no conflicts of interest.

Expert 2

In my view, I have no conflicts to declare. It may however be worth noting however that I
published papers with several of the authors (Hoppin, Sandler, McLaughlin, Harris, Lubin,)
on air pollution epidemiology as well as studies of urban greenness.

Expert 3

I have worked in the chemical industry for 25 years, with some work related to 24d and
NHL. I believe this makes me more aware of the underlying studies and their strengths and
limitations but does not impact by ability to provide an unbiased, scientific opinion.

Expert 4

I declare no conflicts of interest.

Expert 5

No COI
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Result 4.2 (ID: 5187)
Question 4.2 (ID: 4193)

PANELIST QUESTION: What design of epidemiology or
laboratory study would contribute to the question about
glyphosate exposure and NHL?

Expert 1

I don't feel that large prospective studies are the way to find the answer here, they take too
long and don't always use the optimal controls. I think that case-control studies offer the
quickest, most cost-effective, and methodologically sound approach. Of course these
studies also have potential forms of bias. Selection of cases and controls will always be a
critical factor in assessing the result of any study. The sample size will have to be
adequately Powered. Assessment of potential confounding factors will also be critical. It
will be important that various types of data are collected asking about various exposures
and timelines. More of these studies from various countries would also provide some
insight into the potential differences in risk. As highlighted by one of the experts, an
analysis of the cohort studies using the commercial applicators who use glyphosate may
also provide some insight into the risks based on different types of exposure.

Expert 5

A cohort study with adequate follow-up periods and response rates would contribute
greatly to the investigation of the association between glyphosate exposure and NHL. A
successful cohort study, though, depends on good follow-up without "gaps" in meaningful
periods of exposure and careful monitoring and registering of changes in exposure
classification and the population under study.

Expert 6

First, dismiss the NHL definition. Second, explore cancer incidence among the almost 4,000
commercial applicators who used glyphosate in the AHS cohort using the WHO
classification of lymphoma, allowing a period of follow-up long enough for achieving the
total person-years required to explore risk of the most frequent B-cell lymphoma subtypes
(DLBCL, MM, CLL, and follicular lymphoma). With 25 years of follow-up and about 100,000
person years, this might not achieve the statistical power required to test the hypothesis
for MM and FL, but it might be feasible in a reasonable time and it might at least provide
useful insights. Second, reanalyze the AHS study after modifying the algorithm for
calculating cumulative exposure. In fact, De Roos et al 2005 and Andreotti et al. 2018 used
intensity quartiles as multipliers of lifetime days of use, which might have underscored
most severe exposures by diluting them in a large group of much less exposed though still
above the upper quartile cut off. This would allow to substantiate or drop the
methodological concerns on the exposure assessment in the AHS study. Third, conduct a
new multicentre case-control study on incident lymphoma cases,using the 2008 WHO
classification of lymphoma to define the disease entity, large enough to have a substantial
number of cases of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, multiple myeloma, follicular lymphoma,
chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, hairy cell leukaemia, marginal zone lymphoma, and T-cell
lymphoma (mostly mycosis fungoides). Give the necessary emphasis to collecting
occupational histories. In case of a job in settings where glyphosate might have been used
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(such as gardening, and weeding in railway tracks, pavements, and roadsides), support
questionnaire information with specific occupational modules gathering details on
preparation and use of herbicides. Have local agronomist supporting the assessment of
agricultural exposures in each centre, and occupational epidemiologists creating exposure
metrics more effectively representative of exposure scenarios in the real world than those
used thus far. As far as I know, the experimental animal studies conducted thus far provided
sufficient evidence of glyphosate carcinogenicity, and, along with the evidence from
mechanistic studies, these are actually the reason why the IARC Working Group classified
glyphosate as a probable human carcinogen.

Expert 3

We are at the hypothesis testing phase of this issue. We don’t need more of the same. We
need exposure studies that will address some of the limitations within self-report (are we
asking the right questions?). We need validation studies to better understand the crop
exposure matrix, and to include application methods within that tool. Do laboratory data
really predict human experience? Since our entire risk assessment structure is built upon
this, I hope the toxicologists will do better at reassuring the epidemiology community. No
answers from this reviewer…just more questions.

Expert 2

I think either case control of cohort studies could contribute to this question. Case control
studies need to be interpreted carefully as they are susceptible to participation bias. They
are also susceptible to recall bias. They could conceivably collect more detailed information
about exposure than cohort studies. Cohort studies are the best study design, however, one
needs to be cautious about exposure measurement error. However, if this exposure
measurement error is non differential risk estimates derived from a (well designed) cohort
study would provide a lower bound of the risk estimate

Expert 4

I am confused by this question. Any well-designed case-referent or cohort study can help,
provided that it has far better exposure and outcome assessment than published work.
Recruiting in unstudied, highly exposed populations may help. Validation sub-studies of
exposure and outcome would be a MUST, including use of this information in analysis to
adjust for these sources of bias. I am not qualified to comment on lab studies.
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Result 4.3 (ID: 5188)
Question 4.3 (ID: 4194)

PANELIST QUESTIONS: (A) Do you really think that there is
any material di!erence in summary RR of the five papers that
report on case-control studies? (B) Do you think that there is
enough evidence to discard case-control studies from
consideration until the reason why they systematically di!er
from cohorts can be explained? (C) Pooled cohort analysis
can be improved upon but it seems that it will always
dominate epidemiologic evidence. New huge case-control
studies are out of the question (in our lifetime). Consequently,
is there any value in considering case-control studies at all
when their contribution to quantitative synthesis of evidence
is dwarfed by a well-conducted pooled cohort analysis? "

Expert 1

(A) The summary estimates range between (RR: 1.03-1.50), with 3 out of 5 studies not
significant. There are differences in the levels of heterogeneity between these studies
(range: 0.00% - 53.00%), with 3 of the 5 studies having 0.00%. Generally, there isn't a lot of
different in the summary estimates and they are very impressive in terms of cancer risk. (B)
No I don't think there is enough evidence to discard case-control studies from the equation.
I generally find that case-control studies provide higher estimates than cohort studies as
occurs in this situation. The differences are in part related to the summary estimates used
(OR vs. RR) and the adjusted analysis usually used in the cohort studies, not so much in
case-control studies. (C) Slicing the analysis of cohort studies a different way isn't going to
make a substantial difference to the pooled estimates. This is particularly true if the cohort
selection is biased or not appropriate in order to compare. I think case-control studies
always add value to assessing the likelihood of developing cancer when exposed to an
environmental factor.

Expert 5

A. I don't think the RR reported in the case-control studies are in essence much different.
B.In some of the case-control studies included also here, issues related to study design,
section bias or recall bias have not been adequately proven. As long as they are not
definitely proven to be related to the risk estimates (in any direction) I don't think that
there is enough evidence to discard the information provided by the case-control studies.
C. If a "well-conducted" pooled cohort exists then the case-control study would always be
of less (but not negligible) value. No evidence should be disregarded unless methodological
pitfalls are proven as the aetiology of the outcome observed. In addition, even in a well
designed cohort, issues such as data harmonisation due to heterogeneity leads to
compromises in sample size and even investigation of confounding. Therefore, everything
has to be taken into account when deciding over 'superiority' of study designs.

Expert 6
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(A) If results on NHL are considered, the meta-analyses of case-control studies on
glyphosate are fairly consistent in showing an excess risk, at least once duration and latency
are appropriately considered. The use of top exposure estimates in the Zhang et al. meta-
estimates, although criticized for combining different exposure metrics, suggests that using
the ever exposure metric might flatten differences and mask a true association. Once
leaving apart the NHL definition, positive findings come up for one or the other subtypes. If
one or two such subtypes were truly associated, differences in the numbers of each
subtype within the NHL cases included in each original study might account for
inconsistent findings. The Orsi et al. case-control study, for instance, did not use the WHO
classification. Their results were null for NHL, however, they did not explore DLBCL (107
cases), nor follicular lymphoma (50 cases); combined CLL (usually combined with small
lymphocytic lymphoma) and hairy cell leukaemia, both mature, indolent forms of B-cell
lymphoma, but different in respect to risk factors (Morton L et al. J Natl Cancer Inst
Monogr. 2014;48:130-44) ; and did observe a non significant excess risk for MM, which the
authors did not comment upon. (B) No, positive findings cannot simply be discarded
because it is difficult to explain them. I do have concerns on the results of the AHS study, as
I have concerns on those of the case-control studies. A new analysis of the AHS data, and a
new very large, multicentre case-control study are mandatory requirements to achieve a
final consensus about the epidemiological evidence of glyphosate carcinogenicity. (C) I
disagree with the statement that a new very large, multicentre case-control study cannot
be completed in the next 10 years. The European Epilymph study took 8 years from getting
funded through the first publications. I also argue against the statement that the well
conducted cohort studies would dwarf the opposite findings from case-control studies,
until the effort in assembling the AHS exposure data to create valuable exposure metrics
would match that spent in planning and conducting that study.

Expert 3

A) My short answer “no”. The glyphosate debate, among others, highlights the question
around statistical relevance vs. biological relevance. This question pushes the philosophical.
This is particularly important as we debate the merits of larger studies – to achieve
statistical significance – but with inherently weaker exposure assessment. Is the trade off
informative at all? (B) Do you think that there is enough evidence to discard case-control
studies from consideration until the reason why they systematically differ from cohorts can
be explained? Tempting but not advisable. For now, I think it is important to compare the
two approaches…AND to compare what we know about exposure and genotoxicity from
the laboratory studies. We want to stay “in our lane” so to speak and evaluate the evidence
from our own discipline. There is a reason the EPA and risk-based organizations haven’t
concluded that glyphosate is a carcinogen. The other problem is that these case-control
studies are really old. When 2,4-D was on the chopping block in the 1990’s there was a lot
of work done to better understand the systematic errors – such as that the proxies tended
to over report 2,4-D vs. self-respondents. It might be possible to dig into the data for the
NCI and Canada studies with specific questions to this effect. Clearly the files are still round
since they are being used for the North America Pooled Project. Maybe the question is can
we quantify bias so that they can be used? (C) Pooled cohort analysis can be improved upon
but it seems that it will always dominate epidemiologic evidence. New huge case-control
studies are out of the question (in our lifetime). Consequently, is there any value in
considering case-control studies at all when their contribution to quantitative synthesis of
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evidence is dwarfed by a well-conducted pooled cohort analysis? " I am a broken record on
this topic. Big is not always better. Case-control studies CAN be informative. We want to
look at NHL subtypes, so we are going to need these specific cases. Further, how can we
identify individuals with internal exposure, and not just passive use. With that being said,
maybe we have been asking the wrong question in the past 2 decades. Instead of focusing
on a specific pesticide (to target or exonerate), we have an opportunity to work out why
NHL seems to be associated with agricultural groups.

Expert 2

I think the numbers of studies are very small. Dismissing the case control studies, in my
view implies one needs also to dismiss a meta-analysis approach. This means relying strictly
on cohort studies of which there are very few.

Expert 4

A: No, all estimates are about the same. B. No. C. Yes but not through simple averaging of
effect estimates. Case-control studies will always be part of evidence that cannot be
dismissed unless they are shown to be fatally flawed.
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Result 4.4 (ID: 5189)
Question 4.4 (ID: 4195)

PANELIST QUESTION: To what extent do you think the use of
biomonitoring data can be used to support exposure
characterization in epidemiological studies in an e!ort to
advance our understanding of whether glyphosate increases
the risk of NHL?

Expert 1

I think anything that may add value in assessing the exposure to glyphosate in the risk of
NHL would be of value. I don't know if it will add significantly in terms of exposure
assessment. For this question, for me it isn't so much about amount of exposure, it is really
exposed vs. never exposed.

Expert 5

It is always the question whether there is a difference between exposure to the substance
and the dose of this substance that is absorbed. In fact, the dose may be more important in
studying causal relationships rather than exposure. A correlation of exposure and dose
would potentially help to understand whether glyphosate is linked to NHL and if so at what
level.

Expert 6

Glyphosate and its metabolites are strongly polar. Unchanged glyphosate would be a more
suitable biomarker (Faniband MH et al. Int J Hyg Environ Health 2021;231:113657).
However, its half-life following oral ingestion would be 6-9 hours in the first rapid phase
and up to 33 hours in the slow phase. Another study of dermal and inhalation exposure
showed that background levels were restored 24 hours after exposure (Pierce JS et al. Inhal
Toxicol 2020; 32(8): 354-67), which makes it useful to access current exposure, but useless
as a biomarker of past exposure. Relying on biomonitoring data would have sense if part of
the initial phase of a follow up study to characterize glyphosate exposure, and repeated
along the time, to corroborate the exposure assessment in relation to different working
procedures. However, inter-individual variation is expected due to gene polymorphisms in
phase I and phase II metabolic genes, personal attitudes towards workplace exposures,
personal hygiene, and environmental circumstances (temperature, humidity, strength and
direction of wind) during spraying. A more careful exposure assessment and use of the
exposure information in the analysis would serve better the scope.

Expert 3

I think biomonitoring can add significantly to this issue, and others of pesticide exposure. As
a short-lived chemical, biomonitoring isn’t the right choice to determine exposure
retrospectively. However, information learned from biomonitoring can be extremely
valuable. Most studies that form the basis of the glyphosate discussion around glyphosate
and NHL are based upon questionnaire data, with “dose levels” based upon number of
applications and years of use. These studies highlight our constraints as researchers to
capture relevant exposure and heterogeneity across participants. There is an opportunity
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going forward to validate assumptions with biomonitoring. The crop exposure matrix
assumes exposure based upon growing practices. Using (i.e. applying) a pesticide is equated
with homogenous exposure. Small and focused studies incorporating multiple exposure
methods (such as environmental samples, crops, proximity, biological monitoring, silicone
wrist bands), particularly if timed with an application (capturing behaviors and weather
conditions) would begin to tell us about the risk (and direction) of bias in existing exposure
approaches.

Expert 2

It could be used a tool to validate exposure measures in cohort studies. I think it is
impractical to conduct a large cohort with regular biomonitoring of all. But, biomonitoring
could potentially be used to validate job exposure matrices, or assess changes in exposure
over time in similarily held jobs.

Expert 4

It can be used but short half-lives make it near-impossible in retrospective studies.
However, questionnaires can be validated by biomarkers versus current exposures. NCI
and NIOSH did this work (in relation to AHS) but I do not think it was ever published.
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Result 4.5 (ID: 5190)
Question 4.5 (ID: 4196)

PANELIST QUESTION: Previous work from the InterLymph
Consortium has provided evidence of the substantial
heterogeneity between lymphoma subtypes (Morton L. J
Natl Cancer Inst Monogr. 2014;48:130-44). Still, most
epidemiologists keep referring to the non-Hodgkin
lymphoma disease entity, restricting or extending the list of
subtypes included in it, which makes comparisons especially
di"cult. The same happens with leukemia studies, which
most frequently include chronic lymphocytic leukemia,
classified as a mature B-cell lymphoma by the REAL
classification in 1994. In evaluating etiological factors, would
you suggest keeping using the NHL denomination for
consistency with the existing literature, or would you rather
call for more studies focussing on specific B-cell and T-cell
subtypes?

Expert 1

This is really an issue related to adequate sample size and statistical Power. Obviously,
larger numbers of NHL cases is great in defining risk in terms of exposure to glyphosate.
However, conducting sub-group analysis on much smaller groups of lymphoma sub-types
may not be methodologically sound or appropriate. For me, the focus should be on NHL. I
think it is always worthwhile in collecting information on NHL sub-types for analysis, but it
will always be limited.

Expert 5

I think that there is not enough research yet to fully understand the differences among the
subtypes of NHL. If we want to know, for example, why B-cell subtype is more common,
therefore assessing etiological factors, then more studies are needed on this topic. This
could help also with the personalised design of treatment.

Expert 6

As stated above, I would definitely call for new studies investigating the whole spectre of
lymphomas by individual subtype. When aiming to compare results with previous reports,
subtypes might be subsequently combined according the NHL definition. However, special
care is necessary to the confusing combination of subtypes in the NHL category in the
previous literature, sometimes including CLL, and oftentimes excluding it, sometimes
excluding T-cell lymphomas (B-NHL) and most og the times including them.

Expert 3

Lumping or splitting? There are several rationales to “lump” outcomes like NHL. A) I’ve had
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to do it because of lack of the data on subtypes, particularly when using cases diagnosed in
the past. B) It is similarly tempting because it gives the research more statistical power. The
number of exposed cases becomes very small as one evaluates subtypes. C) Lastly,
evaluating all the subtypes then opens the study results to issues of multiple comparisons.
In general, we see also the “lumpers” combine outcomes or exposures in systematic
reviews. It’s an exercise that is flooding the literature and allows authors to promote a
hypothesis under the umbrella of being systematic. However, is it scientific? Not really. The
rationales to split are better detailed by Morton et al. As readers and critics, we must be
willing to give the authors a break for having imprecise data.

Expert 2

Ideally, would like this decision to be driven by knowledge of mechanistic pathways
(recognizing this is a challenge). I do see value on studies focussing on specific B -cell and T-
cell subtypes, but worry this constrains several cohorts due to inadequate sample size
which may make several risk estimates unstable.

Expert 4

Until we know more about mechanism of these outcomes, pooling them cannot be
excluded. Reporting on subtypes is always a good idea but outcome misclassification
becomes a bigger issues as you look at ever more exotic and rare diagnoses. There is not
simple fix, but validation studies are a must if we are to seriously consider sub-types. This is
not a new issue but comes up for every outcome, e.g. asthma, lung cancer, stroke, autism (all
are heterogeneous entities).
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and gender while each of the cohorts adjusted for different factors, depending on the availability of

the information in each cohort. Therefore, it is uncertain whether the correct adjustments were made

to account for the observed differences among the cohorts. Although the were innate differences

among the cohorts, a relatively good harmonisation of the data was described. The authors mention

that a future in-depth analysis will improve the specificity of the exposure information by adding

parameters such as duration, frequency, and intensity of use.

No Expert 6

The value of the Leon et al. pooled analysis is diminished by the drawbacks of the cohort studies

included in it: the AHS cohort was supported by a very good exposure assessment, but a criticisable

use of that information, the French and the Norwegian cohort studies used crop exposure matrices

(CEMs). CEMs are sensitive but not much specific when relying on dichotomous categories. The

authors reported about harmonisation of the exposure data, but I have concerns about whether this

was possible. Besides, only the dichotomous exposure variable was analysed, and there was no

attempt of investigating exposure response trends.

No Expert 3

Like all projects, the pooled analysis of Leon et al. has strengths and limitation. First, since it is based

on 3 cohorts, it has the advantage of large sample size and reduction of the selection and recall biases

that characterize the case-control studies (that form the basis of the other MA). The CNAP and

AGRICAN cohorts bring other countries into the mix, increasing the generalizability. As pooled data

the results are not limited by the publication transparency of each study. However, since the two

European cohorts use a different approach to exposure assessment, I think it is important for the

authors to present the results of the 3 studies individually, since this hasn’t been part of individual

publications. The nice thing about a MA is that the approach allows one to see if one study has a

greater impact/weight than another. With pooled data, this is not transparent. In this case, the

association of glyphosate and DLBCL in the AGRICOH analyses seems to be restricted to the CNAP

cohort and not elevated in the French (AGRICAN) or US (AHS) cohorts. Is this a random observation

or are the exposures higher in the CNAP cohort? The lack of an exposure-response within the AHS

suggests the former (a random observation). A strength and limitation that these studies did not focus

only on glyphosate. With multiple pesticides comes multiple comparisons. The findings of this pooled

analysis should be discussed in this context. The paper evaluated 14 chemical groups and 33 active

ingredients with 5 outcomes. This publication was not specific to glyphosate in its focus of analyses or

discussion. In this context, random associations would be expected.

No Expert 2

I think it is one of the stronger studies, but also reminded that it does rely on a crop exposure measure

- so no direct measure of individual level exposure. The characterization of exposure is better in some

of the case-control studies, and I don't think that should be entirely dismissed (even acknowledging

there may be potential biases in recall and participation).

No Expert 4

I already explained that no single one of these analyses is an absolute clear winner.
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